NovaBACKUP Cloud for MSPs
Grow your customer base with a centrally
monitored and cost-effective BDR solution

HIGHLIGHTS
NOVABACKUP Version 19
for MSPs
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Image to VHDX for Virtual Recovery
Ability to create an image directly into VHDX
format, which means your image backups can
now be directly used as a Hyper-V machine
within minutes.
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Performance Improvements

We have the tools your business needs to succeed

Improved performance of import and restore
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operations for file-based backups.

Cloud and Backup Monitoring

Increased Speeds

Keep track of all your customers’ applications with Remote Central Monitoring and User
Account Management. Stay one step ahead of ransomware and other data threats.

Increased speeds when scanning, indexes are
now stored with backup media. Imports now
take only minutes.
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Updated Sytems and UI
Updated image backup system and released a new
CMon web-based user interface.

BOOK A DEMO
Visit novabackup.com/partners/msp
to schedule a call with an
MSP Acount Manager.

CONTACT US
NovaBACKUP Team
Tel.: +1 805-579-6700
Fax.: +1 805-579-6710
ols@novabackup.com

ASK US ABOUT PRICING

Email us at ols@novabackup.com

Local and Off-site Backup
Two cloud storage options (NovaBACKUP Hosted or self-hosted) plus unlimited and free
local backup. Hardware agnostic.

Simple Billing and Pay-Per-Use Model
NovaBACKUP for MSPs is account based, which means no need to track license keys. Plus,
you pay only for what you use.

Setup and Training Included. Unlimited Phone Support
NovaBACKUP is an MSP-friendly software provider. Our team has decades of experience in
the MSP realm.

Windows Data Protection
Full protection of Windows systems, plus support for virtual machines, Microsoft SQL and
Exchange.

Backup and Disaster Recovery (BDR)
Your image backups can be directly mounted by a Hyper-V machine within minutes. Bring
up a backup copy of a machine if disaster strikes.

All-in-One Solution
Automated backups, email notifications, file and image backups, incremental, differential
and copy, compression, encryption, bare metal restore and built-in P2V. HIPAA, FERPA and
GLBA compliant.
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